As a result of all student registration, the following classes are closed:

6218-20 Professional Responsibility - Szabo
6246-10 Appellate Practice - Effron/Vuono
6263-10 Selected Topics in Corporate Law - Manns/Falk D
6264-10 Security Law Seminar - Fairfax L
6280-20 Secured Transactions - Dubin
6295-10 Sports and the Law - Carter
6296-20 Business Planning - Ting
6342-12 Trusts and Estates - Palmer
6342-20 Trusts and Estates - Edmisten
6350-20 Domestic Violence Law - Runge
6351-11 Reading Group - Drinan
6351-12 Reading Group - Fairfax R
6351-13 Reading Group - Fairfax R
6363-20 Role of the Federal Prosecutor - Hoffinger
6364-10 White Collar Crime - Eliason
6379-xx Criminal Law/Procedure Seminar - All Sections
6399-xx Constitutional Law Seminar - All Sections
6400-12 Administrative Law - Hammond
6403-10 Advanced Antitrust Law Seminar - Kovacic
6418-20 Leg Analysis & Drafting - Craighill/Strokoff
6426-xx Public Law Seminar - All Sections
6441-11 Energy Law Seminar - Hammond
6441-12 Energy Law Seminar - Attanasio
6474-10 Trademark & Unfair Competition Law - Schechter
6488-10 Art Cultural Heritage & Law - Fries
6496-13 Intellectual Property Law Seminar - Michaels
6521-20 International Money Laundering - Smith/Lasich
6545-10 International Project Finance - DeMasi
6558-10 International Negotiations - Camp
6562-10 Public International Law Seminar - Murphy
6591-10 US Legal History - Cottrol
6592-10 Jurisprudence Seminar - Steinhardt
6640-21 Trial Advocacy - Campbell
6640-23 Trial Advocacy - Rankin/Sulton
6640-24 Trial Advocacy - Gilligan
6640-25 Trial Advocacy - Gilligan
6646-40 Mediation - Harvey
6647-20 Alternative Dispute Resolution - Hoffman
6648-20 Negotiations - Juni
6648-40 Negotiations - Ray
6650-20 Client Interviewing/Counseling - Privor/Schamel
6652-xx Legal Drafting - All Sections
6878-20 Intelligence Law - Richard